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Abstract. In the service-oriented computing domain, the number of
available software services steadily increased in recent years, favored
by the rise of cloud computing with its attached delivery models like
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS). To fully leverage the opportunities provided
by these services for developing highly flexible and aligned SOA, integra-
tion of new services as well as the substitution of existing services must
be simplified. As a consequence, approaches for automated and accurate
service discovery and composition are needed. In this paper, we propose
an automatic service composition approach as an extension to our ear-
lier work on automatic service discovery. To ensure accurate results, it
matches service requests and available offers based on their structural as
well as behavioral aspects. Afterwards, possible service compositions are
determined by composing service protocols through a composition strat-
egy based on labeled transition systems.

1 Introduction

Service-oriented computing (SOC) has emerged as a promising trend to enable
the vision of large-scale, heterogeneous and flexible software systems at enter-
prise level through service-oriented architecture (SOA). For this purpose, a SOA
developer defines a service request to discover and compose the services that
are developed and published on service markets by service providers in terms of
service offers.

With the advent of cloud computing, the growing plethora of available ser-
vices provides enormous opportunities for the development of future On-The-Fly
SOAs that are highly flexible and can be aligned more easily to meet constantly
changing requirements. To make this vision come true, accurate and automated
service discovery and composition mechanisms are needed that have to face sev-
eral challenges.

First of all, to enable an efficient and precise identification, services must be
described in a suitable way by rich service specifications that comprise structural
as well as behavioral aspects of requested and offered services.
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Secondly, service discovery and composition mechanisms must deal with the
existing multifaceted heterogeneity of the involved service partners, such as
their independent domain ontologies, selection of different languages/notations
to specify service descriptions, and different granularity levels of the service de-
scriptions as a result of their independent domain knowledge, etc. To overcome
these challenges, we proposed a UML-based rich service description language
(RSDL) [6] and an automatic service discovery mechanism for RSDL-based ser-
vice descriptions [5]. An application scenario for our proposed approach came
from our industrial partners Hotel Reservation Service (HRS)1. In this scenario,
potential new hotel services shall be automatically discovered and connected to
provide end users with booking facilities for these hotels.

In this paper, we extend our approach by a service composition mechanism,
which enables the composition of multiple services each offering various opera-
tions in order to fulfill a service request. Our proposed mechanism ensures precise
service composition results as it comprehensively covers different elements in ser-
vice offers and requests, such as operation signatures, operation semantics (pre-
and post-conditions), and service protocols to discover and compose potential
service offers that satisfy a request.

In the next section, we briefly introduce our proposed language for compre-
hensive service specifications and our service discovery mechanism. In Section
3, we describe our service composition mechanism in detail. Section 4 briefly
introduces our tool support. In Section 5, we discuss related work and finally,
we conclude the paper and give an outlook on future work in Section 6.

2 Foundations

To realize our vision of a comprehensive service specification, we proposed a
UML-based rich service description language (RSDL) [6]. Our RSDL provides
notations to describe the structure and the behavior of service requests and
offers. Figure 1(a) shows a RSDL-based service request of HRS consisting of
three parts. (A) specifies operation signatures, i.e., findRoom(), viewDetails(),
bookRoom(), ..., using the Web Service Description Language (WSDL) [17]. (B)
specifies operation semantics in terms of pre- and post-conditions for individual
operations specified using UML-based visual contracts (VC) [9]. A VC describes
the system state before and after the invocation of an operation in terms of
UML object diagrams that are typed over the ontologies of the service partners.
Finally, a desired invocation sequences is specified in (C) in terms of a requestor
protocol as UML sequence diagram. Similarly, Figure 1(b) shows a RSDL-based
service offer of the hotel service HotelX. The specification consists of (A): op-
eration signatures searchRoom(), makeRoomReservation(), ... , (B): VCs typed
over the ontology of HotelX, and (C): a provider protocol as UML statechart
diagram. In case of a service offer, multiple invocation sequences of provided
operations shall be possible, which we specify using a UML statechart diagram.
A more detailed description of our RSDL is given in [7].

1 http://www.hrs.com

http://www.hrs.com
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Fig. 1. (a) RSDL-based Service Request of HRS and (b) RSDL-based Service Offer of
HotelX

To enable an automated service discovery and composition for such RSDL-
based service requests and offers, we proposed a multi-step approach, whose
overview is given in [7]. Here it is important to mention that the first three steps
are part of our earlier work and the details of these steps along with examples
are provided in [5,7]. In this paper, our main focus is on service composition,
which we will discuss in detail in the next section.

After operation matching phase (Step 3), the result is a set of 1 : 1, 1 : n,
n : 1 and (partially) n : m mappings between requested operations in a service
request and offered operations in available service offers. A mapping in this set
is represented as (mr, mo), where mr is an operation or a sequence of operations
in the service request r, which is mapped to mo, which is an operation or a
sequence of operations in a service offer o.

As an example, the operation mappings obtained by matching the service
request of HRS and the service offer of HotelX and two further service offers of
HotelY and PayOnline are shown in Figure 2. One mapping for HRS is the n : 1
operation mapping (findRoom() → viewDetails(), searchRoom()) that maps
the sequence of requested operations to an offered operation of HotelX. Based
on the operation mappings, we compose the operations of the service offers to
satisfy the service request in the next section.

3 Automated Service Composition

To compose service offers, our approach compares and composes the protocol
of a service request and the protocols of service offers that contain matched
operations. For that purpose, we evaluate whether the mapped operations of
the offered service can be invoked in the desired order resulting in valid service
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Fig. 2. Operation Mappings between the HRS Request and three available Service
Offers

compositions. The service composition consists of three main tasks: Translation
of the protocols to labeled transition systems (LTS), composition of LTSs, and
an analysis of the composed LTS. Due to space constraints, the details of the
first task are described in [7]. Its outcome are LTSs for the service protocols that
are shown in Figure 3. In the following sections, we discuss the last two tasks in
detail.
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Fig. 3. LTSs for the Service Partners in our Running Example

LTS Composition: In order to automatically detect possible service composi-
tions, we compose the LTSs of a service request and service offers by overlapping
them on the basis of the operation mappings determined earlier. As output our
algorithm returns a set of possible service compositions or a failure notification
in case of no possible service composition. In this case, the requestor is pro-
vided with suggestions to restructure his/her request based on identified partial
compositions. In the following, we describe our algorithm given in Listing 1.

1. A composed state scomp, i.e, a composition of the initial states of all partic-
ipating LTSs, is created and added to the yet empty composed LTS ltscomp.
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Figure 4 shows a partially composed ltscomp for our running example with
cs1 as its initial state.

2. Next, the while-loop traverses over the states of the composed LTS ltscomp

and constructs it further until there are no more states to be traversed.
3. For every currently traversed state scur, the invocable operation mappings

from OpMapr are determined. An operation mapping is invocable in a com-
posed state s, if its comprising operation sequences can be directly invoked
in s. For instance, for cs1 in Figure 4, one of the two invocable mappings
in OpMaphrs is (hrs.findRoom() → hrs.viewDetails() , hotelX.search-
Room()) as hrs.findRoom() → hrs.viewDetails() can be invoked from
hrs.s1 and hotelX.searchRoom() can be invoked from hotelX.s1.

rangeEvent()
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hotelX.s1,

O li 1)

hotelX.arrange

payOnline.signIn() LTShrs LTShotelX
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s1 s2 s3
fr vd s1

s2

sr
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hR ()

cs2
(hrs.s3,
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O li 1)

cs5
(hrs.s3,

hotelY.s1,
hotelX.s2,

payOnline s1)

vd viewDetails() sr searchRoom()

payOnline.s1) payOnline.s1)

Fig. 4. Composed LTS after the first Iteration

4. For every invocable operation mapping map of scur, ltscomp is further con-
structed by composing the parts of the participating LTSs that overlap on the
basis of map. For example, the overlapping parts of LTShrs and LTShotelX

for the invocable mapping mentioned earlier are shown in the right-hand side
of Figure 4.

5. Similarly, a composed transition tcomp is added between scur and star, which
represents the parallel invocation of the overlapping transitions. For example,
the composed transition between cs1 and cs5 in Figure 4 represents the
parallel invocation of hrs.findRoom() → hrs.viewDetails() and hotelX.-
searchRoom()in LTShrs and LTShotelX , respectively.

6. Analogously, the composed states cs2 and cs5 are traversed and as a result,
ltscomp is further constructed until there are no more states to be traversed.
Figure 5 shows the completely composed LTS ltscomp of our running exam-
ple, which is analyzed to determine any possible service compositions in the
next subsection.

A salient feature of the proposed algorithm is its selective composition strategy
where the LTS composition is moderated through the LTS of the requested
service protocol. That means, only those parts of the LTSs of offered service
protocols are considered that overlap with the LTS of requested protocol and
hence are relevant for the requestor based on the identified operation mappings.
As a result, the composed LTS is smaller in size and easier to analyze as compared
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Listing 1. Algorithm to compose LTSs of the service partners

Input: LTS of Service Request ltsr
Input: Set of LTSs of selected offers{ltso1 , ..., ltsok}
Input: Set of operation mappings OpMapr for r
Output: Set of possible service compositions Resultcomp OR Failure

Notification

findServiceCompositions(ltsr , {ltso1 , ..., ltsok}, OpMapr)
define scomp:(r.s0, o1.s0, ..., ok.so); // ①

add scomp as initial state to the composed LTS ltscomp;

while ltscomp.hasMoreStates() do // ②

scur=ltscomp.nextState(), where scur:(r.sc, o1.sc, ...ok.sc) ;

while scur.hasInvocableMappings() do // ③

map=scur.nextInvocableMapping(), where map : (mr,mo) AND
o ∈ {o1, ..., ok}; // ④

add star:(r.st, o1.st, ...ok.st) to ltscomp, where r.sc
mr−−→ r.st AND

o.sc
mo−−→ o.st; // ⑤

add tcomp to ltscomp, where tcomp=scur
mr‖mo−−−−−→ star; // ⑥

end

end

if ltscomp.hasCompleteTraces() then // ⑦
Resultcomp= ltscomp.completeT races() return Resultcomp

end
else return Failure Notification

end

to a conventionally composed LTS. For example, a conventional LTS composition
mechanism may include some other transitions in the composed LTS, e.g., from
cs1, some other possible transitions are hotelX.arrangeEvent() or payOnline.-
signIn().

Analysis of the Composed LTS: In our given example, cs1 → cs2 → cs3 →
cs4 and cs1 → cs5 → cs6 → cs7 represent two possible service compositions (see
Figure 5). Based on these results, a service requestor (e.g. HRS) may decide for
a particular composition based on quality attributes of the provided services,
which can be easily added by extending our rich service specification language.

The algorithm notifies a failure in finding a valid service composition, if ltscomp

does not have any complete trace. In this case, the service requestor gets feed-
back in terms of the partially composed LTS and the particular points where a
composition failed. On the basis of this feedback, the requestor may restructure
his/her service request. A detailed example for such a failure scenario is specified
in [7]. Finally, a set of possible service compositions is obtained that satisfy the
service request or a failure notification with feedback for a requestor is returned.
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Fig. 5. Completely Composed LTS of our running Example

4 Tool Support

We have implemented a tool, called RSDL Workbench as a part of the service
computing platform developed at the Collaborative Research Center (CRC 901)
“On-The-Fly Computing”2. It provides an editor and matcher for service part-
ners to specify and automatically match their RSDL-based service descriptions.

The RSDL Workbench has been realized as an Eclipse plugin and is imple-
mented using EMF, GMF, and Henshin3. For more detailed information, the
interested reader is referred to [7].

5 Related Work

For this section, our particular focus is on the workflow-based approaches for
automatic service composition[14].

Concerning service request and offer matching, none of these approaches
[2,8,11,1,3,15,13] are comprehensive enough. Some [2,8,11] examine operation
signatures and operation semantics assuming that the requested/offered ser-
vice consist of a single operation and hence, do not consider service protocols.
Similar to our approach, [11] specifies the operation semantics in terms of vi-
sual contracts. On the contrary, METEOR-S [1], which allows service discovery

2 http://sfb901.uni-paderborn.de
3 http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emft/henshin/

http://sfb901.uni-paderborn.de
http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emft/henshin/
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and composition of WSDL-S-based [10] service descriptions, only considers a
requested service protocol and offered services are assumed to provide only a
single operation. Similarly, [3,15,13] propose service composition mechanisms
for OWL-S [12] and UML-based service descriptions based on the operation sig-
natures and service protocols but do not consider operation semantics. In this
context, [16] comprehensively matches OWL-S-based service specifications but
has certain shortcomings in terms of heterogeneity resolution features, which we
will discuss shortly.

Concerning the resolution of the multifaceted heterogeneity of service part-
ners, some approaches [2,1,4] realizes the need for ontological heterogeneity reso-
lution and come up with mechanism for this purpose. For instance, in [1] semantic
annotation for WSDL elements are described, which can support an ontological
heterogeneity resolution mechanism, whereas an elaborate mediator-based mech-
anism is used in [4]. The resolutions of linguistic heterogeneity is considered in
[15]. Other service composition approaches either do not address the underly-
ing heterogeneity [11,16] or they [8,3,13] assume the existence of a resolution
mechanism and therefore avoid major complexities of the problem at hand.

We claim that our approach overcomes the weaknesses of most of the ap-
proaches discussed here and hence is a promising approach for On-The-Fly
SOAs.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

To enable the vision of On-The-Fly SOAs, we proposed an automated composi-
tion mechanism based on our earlier work on rich service descriptions and auto-
matic service discovery [5,6]. Our proposed mechanism ensures accurate results
as it relies on comprehensive matching and composition of the service request
and offers based on their structural as well as behavioral features. We have im-
plemented the RSDL Workbench and evaluated our approach on a real-world
case study of our industrial partner HRS.

In future, we aim to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach more exten-
sively through further case studies in the CRC environment. We also aim to
further strengthen our heterogeneity resolution mechanism with features, such
as, complex mappings between ontologies.
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